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Abstract: Occlusion is a very common problem in computer vision. The presence of objects seen as
overlapped under a camera negatively impacts object recognition, object counting or shape estimation.
This problem is especially important in plant imaging because plants are very self-similar objects
which produce a lot of self-occlusions. A possible way to disentangle apparent occlusions is to acquire
the same scene from different points of view when the object is motionless. Such a realization is
not necessary if the objects move themselves under the camera and thus offer different points of
view for free. This is the case in plant imagery, since plants have their own natural movements,
including the so-called circadian rhythms. We propose to use these movements to solve some self-
occlusion problems with a set of simple yet innovative sampling algorithms to monitor the growth
of individualized young plants. The proposed sampling methods make it possible to monitor the
growth of the individual plants until their overlap is definitive. The gain is significant with an average
maximum duration of observation increase from 3 days to more than 10 days by comparison with a
sampling method that would stop when the first overlap occurs.

Keywords: occlusion; overlap; plant; movements; circadian; tracking

1. Introduction

Monitoring young plant growth is of particular interest for the selection of more robust
or resistant varieties. Tests are regularly carried out on the first days of the plant’s life to
compare these varieties. During these experiments, a large number of plants are studied
in parallel, often in restricted spaces. Moreover, a large number of dispersed replicates
are required in the experimental designs [1], increasing the need for space at the same
time. One is able to analyze the growth of these plants in order to conduct variety analyses
if they are physically separated seen from the sensor [2]. The space restriction required
for high-throughput experiments in industrial settings implies a very high density of
seedlings under the cameras. Such constraints produce large number of occlusions during
the growth. At first rare, these occlusions become more and more frequent until the plants
form a unique canopy. Most current tools and methods for monitoring plant growth are
limited by these occlusions [3–6]. The combination of occlusions and plant self-similarity
makes it challenging to use standard tracking methods [7–9]. Some rare tools are proposed
to extend the monitoring despite the overlap, as in [10] via watershed or extended feature
space (color, texture, depth) as in [11,12] or via advanced machine learning object detection
tools [13]. Here, we investigate a distinct approach to disentangle overlapped plants.

A possibility to separate occluded objects in computer vision is to acquire multiple
views from different angles of the scene. This is a common approach in plant imag-
ing [14–16]. A disadvantage of this approach is that it may reduce the throughput. Indeed,
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it may not be compatible with the synchronized imaging of a set of plants if the camera has
to move around each plant. To preserve the throughput, we would need the plant to move.
This can be achieved by conveying the plant, but it is a costly solution which can also cause
some stress or risk contamination in case of plant–pathogens interactions. In this article,
we propose to access synchronized multiple views of touching plants via the sole use of
natural movements of plants to disentangle occluded objects.

Plants have an internal timekeeper known as a circadian clock that anticipates envi-
ronmental cues such as light, temperature and regulates photoperiodic rhythmicity for the
proper growth and fitness of the plants [17–19]. This circadian clock causes oscillations of
the leaves synchronized with the photoperiod. Therefore, in controlled conditions, when
plant are imaged at a sample rate much higher than the photoperiod, it is possible to acquire
them from different perspectives. Circadian movements have already been analyzed via
time lapse videos in the literature, since their amplitude can be related to stress [20–22].
Here, alternatively, we propose to use the presence of these circadian movements with sim-
ple sampling approaches to use such sequences of images in order to extend the duration
of the individual monitoring of young plants as illustrated in Figure 1.

The sampling methods we present are based on simple sampling criterion merely
without any image processing. There are existing image processing methods which reach
higher growth stages than the one we propose [3–6,10,11,14,15]. These related works are,
however, operating at much lower throughput. In most of these related works, the plant
under study is isolated and analyzed individually with the additional help of depth
sensors [3,11,14,15]. In other related works, several plants are monitored, but the model is
not compatible with possible overlaps between plants [6] or directly isolated in bounding
boxes [4]. In [5], the tips of the leaves must be visible from the sensor which is not always
compatible with occlusions. As most related work, the method presented in [10] addresses
the overlap problem with image processing techniques. This approach differs from ours,
which is based on the selection of non-overlapping moments.

Figure 1. Graphical abstract: example of daily sequence of an individualized plant obtained by the
proposed methods.

2. Materials
2.1. Acquisition System

We use a grid of sensors to acquire our spatio-temporal image sequences of the growth
of a young plant. This high-throughput system is capable of acquiring RGB data at a
defined sample rate and is similar to the one presented in [2,23]. It is composed of Intel
RealSense D435 cameras [24], each one connected to a nano-computer Raspberry Pi 4 [25]
which captures images of young plants from top view at a height of about fifty centimeters.
Synchronization between cameras is given by the combination of scheduled tasks and the
synchronization of the minicomputers through a local network. Note that the used sensors
also allow the acquisition of depth images while maintaining a low cost. The added value
of depth information has long been demonstrated for plant monitoring [11,26]. Coupling
RGB and depth for sampling is an interesting perspective addressed in the Section 5.
However, here, we focus on the sole use of RGB images.

2.2. Datasets

Datasets produced by our acquisition system are composed of RGB data at the resolu-
tion of 1280 × 720 pixels. The acquisition frequency was set to 15 min, i.e., high enough to
capture the daily movements of plants corresponding to circadian cycles. Different species
were observed with different environmental conditions:
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• Cabbage in a growth chamber with day–night cycles, respectively, equal to 14–10 h
per day, with 6 cameras acquiring during 18 days. This corresponds to the acquisition
of 56 frames per day.

• Pepper in greenhouses with natural day–night cycles, with 3 cameras acquiring during
40 days. A time lapse is available on https://uabox.univ-angers.fr/index.php/s/
IpgZwhS47F1UMHB (accessed on 10 May 2023), showing the influence of circadian
cycles on plant movement.

The input data of the proposed sampling methods are sequences of binary segmenta-
tion masks corresponding to plant segmentation obtained from the raw RGB data. The bi-
narization was either produced manually, i.e., it corresponds to a ground truth binary mask,
or with a Random Forest [27] provided by the algorithm of pixel classification from Ilastik
Version 1.4.0 software [28]. As a disclaimer, we stress here that the method to obtain the
binarization is not important as long as the overall segmentation is correct. It could be re-
placed by any corresponding variant without an impact on the sampling methods proposed
in the rest of the article. From the experiments, 4 datasets of binary masks were extracted:

• Cabbage#1
SGT corresponds to the plant segmentation ground truth of the 1008 images

of the temporal sequence for the set of 13 monitored cabbage plants given in Figure 2.
• Cabbage#1

Seg corresponds to the plant segmentation prediction of CabbageSGT via
Ilastik software after annotation on CabbageSGT .

• Cabbage#2
Seg corresponds to plant segmentation prediction by the same Ilastik model

on a set of 15 cabbage plants distinct from CabbageSGT .
• PepperSeg is similar to Cabbage#2

Seg but applied on another plant species: 6 pep-
per plants.

Figure 2. Example of frames extracted from the temporal sequence on the cabbage experiment. RGB
data are in the first row, plant segmentation ground truth is in the second one and plant segmentation
prediction is in the third one. In the column, different times are represented.

These 4 datasets constitute binary masks of various quality and are representative of
real-world conditions. A standard approach in computer vision would be to try to improve
individually the segmentation of each frame via spatial image processing. Instead, we
propose to assume that some of the frames among the time sequence are correct, and we
propose simple temporal sampling methods to automatically select the best frames.

Segmentation ground truth is available for the dataset Cabbage#1 but not for the
Cabbage#2 and Pepper datasets. For those ones, we had to extract a binary ground truth
of the overlapped or non-overlapped status of each plant for each frame. Those manu-
ally annotations are essential to quantify the results on those datasets. Cabbage#1

SGT and
Cabbage#1

Seg are extracted from the same images. The binary masks of Cabbage#1
Seg are

trivially of lower quality than Cabbage#1
SGT , typically over or sub-fragmented plants due

to artefacts of segmentation. The inclusion of Cabbage#1
Seg enables analyzing the response

https://uabox.univ-angers.fr/index.php/s/IpgZwhS47F1UMHB
https://uabox.univ-angers.fr/index.php/s/IpgZwhS47F1UMHB
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of the proposed sampling method to such segmentation artefacts on the same objects as
Cabbage#1

SGT . Cabbage#2
Seg allows an analysis of the transferability of the methods on distinct

objects and lighting conditions. As a final generalization, PepperSeg enables analyzing the
results of the methods under different species and growing conditions.

3. Methods

In this section, we present the set of sampling algorithms developed to monitor the
individual growth of young plants in time sequences of binary images thanks to circadian
cycles movements. We define a frame as a binary image from the temporal sequence of
binary images and an object as a connected component among a frame. We propose two
types of methods: frame sampling and object sampling. The frame sampling methods
process each frame as a whole to select the best frames in the temporal sequences. The object
sampling methods process each object in the frame separately to produce a reconstructed
temporal sequence for each plant in the end.

3.1. Frame Sampling

Let η(d, t) be the number of detected objects, i.e., connected component, in the frame
at day d ∈ D = {1, . . . , nd} ⊂ N∗ and time t ∈ T = {1, . . . , nt} ⊂ N∗. We hypothesize
here that a decrease in the number of detected objects indicates the presence of overlaps
between plants.

3.1.1. Baseline

We iterate over successive frames until an overlap is detected. In this case, the last
frame obtained is considered as the last one available without plant overlapping, as repre-
sented in Figure 3. This basic approach corresponds to a trivial baseline that we propose to
improve via more advanced criteria of selections for the frame or for the objects.

Figure 3. Illustration of frame sampling methods. In the grid, the white frames correspond to
frames without overlapping and gray frames correspond to frames with overlapping. Blue frames
correspond to the frames selected by the sampling method.

3.1.2. Periodic Frame Sampling

When monitoring dynamic processes, a standard approach is to have a periodic
sampling rate. This type of sampling is designated notch filter in electrical engineering.
Ambient conditions change significantly within a day. By synchronizing the sampling rate
to the photoperiod, we obtain time series with the closest conditions between the time
points. As the circadian rhythm acts on the inclination of the leaves, we expect that there
exists an optimal time of the day to separate each plant on the longest possible duration.

We therefore tested all possible sample times of the day and select the one which
enables maximum duration while keeping as long as possible the same number of objects
in frames. As illustrated in Figure 3, this method corresponds to a down-sampling of
fixed periodicity equal to the photoperiod and synchronized to the optimal time of the day
t∗ ∈ T .
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3.1.3. Non-Periodic Frame Sampling

The first overlap of objects might not be the last opportunity to have no overlap in the
rest of the time sequence. In addition, the frame with no overlap might not be positioned at
periodic time points. Therefore, as illustrated in Figure 3, an alternative to the two previous
sampling methods consists of selecting all the frames in which no overlap is detected.

3.2. Object Sampling

For frame sampling methods, a single overlap is enough to not select a frame even
if the other objects are not overlapped. To overcome the constraint of studying all objects
simultaneously at the level of the frame, we now propose individualizing the monitoring
of each plants following the two steps in the pipeline of Figure 4. First, the connected
components in each frame are tracked. Overlaps are then detected among the sequence of
individual tracked objects.

Figure 4. Pipeline for object sampling methods.

3.2.1. Plant Tracking

Objects are initialized at the emergence of the plants from the soil. The location of
the emergence points is then used to define a research area. We selected this area as a disk
centered on the emergence point and with the radius empirically chosen as the radius of
the pots, as illustrated in Figure 4. Objects are then tracked within this research area as
described in Figure 5. If several objects are found in the research area, the one with the
center of mass the closest to the previous center of mass of the tracked object is selected.

Figure 5. Example of tracking for object in blue. The other connected components of the scene are
shown in yellow. The emergence point is represented in blue and the circle is the research area. 1© and
4© are trivial cases where only one object is found in the research area. In 2© and 3©, the selected

object is the closest to the previous center of mass of the object. The red plus sign is the center of mass
of the tracked object in the previous frame.

3.2.2. Overlapping Detection

The individual objects might include some overlapping of plants at some times. As for
frame sampling methods, we define temporal strategies to select non-overlapped plants in
the sequence of each object.
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We assume that when plants overlap, the evolution of the objects should be abrupt.
The evolution of an object Oi is extracted as a sequence of binary masks, noted M(Oi ,(d,t)).
For illustration in this article, we have characterized the size and shape of objects by their
surface S(Oi ,(d,t)) = |M(Oi ,(d,t))| and their diameter D(Oi ,(d,t)) = maxp0,p1∈M(Oi ,(d,t))

‖ −−→p0 p1 ‖,
where | · |measures the cardinality, max ·measures the maximum, and || · ||measures the
Euclidian norm. To analyze object evolution, we then defined δ the temporal features of
interest as

δ(Oi ,ε) =



S(Oi ,t0+ε) − S(Oi ,t0)

D(Oi ,t0+ε) − D(Oi ,t0)

S(Oi ,t0+ε) − S(Oi ,t0)

S(Oi ,t0)

D(Oi ,t0+ε) − D(Oi ,t0)

D(Oi ,t0)


(1)

with ε representing the time interval used. Here again as a disclaimer, we advocate that many
different feature vectors δ could be chosen and that the specific choice of parameters could
be further optimized without loss of general interest of the proposed sampling methods.

To detect if an object is composed of a single plant or an overlapping of several plants,
we set a threshold on the absolute and relative growth of the selected features defined
in Equation (1). Absolute thresholding is first used to detect if physical quantities are
sufficiently high for an abrupt evolution. Then, relative thresholding is used to analyze this
evolution in relation to the size of the object.

As for frame sampling strategies defined in Figure 3, we detect abrupt evolution with
or without a periodic constraint. A first approach is to use a non-periodic object sampling
by detecting abrupt growth on successive objects. Another approach is to use a periodic
object sampling by detecting abrupt growth on objects separated by one photoperiod,
i.e., ε = 24 h. Let NPOS be the method of non-periodic object sampling and POS be the
method of periodic object sampling.

As shown in Figure 3, the sequences returned by the NPOS and POS sampling methods
are distinct, since they operate at different time scales for the exclusion of abrupt changes.
Thus, it is possible to further apply an optimal periodic sampling on the non-periodic object
sampling. We tested this combination of non-periodic sampling followed by a periodic
sampling at the level of each object that we called (NP+P)OS.

3.3. Metrics

To compare the frame sampling and object sampling methods, one can analyze the
maximum duration of plant monitoring. An obvious metric would be to use the gain
of time by comparison with the baseline method. However, due to possible errors in
overlapping detection, some methods can produce final output exceeding the temporal
ground truth (TGT). To take this issue into account, we consider the signed Mean Absolute
Error (sMAE) as the metric

sMAE(ŷ, y) = sign

(
n

∑
k=1

(ŷk − yk)

)
× 1

n

n

∑
k=1
|ŷk − yk|

= sign

(
n

∑
k=1

(ŷk − yk)

)
×MAE(ŷ, y)

(2)

where yk is the temporal ground truth for maximum duration of monitoring and ŷk is
the maximum duration of monitoring for the concerned method. We look for the min-
imal absolute value of the sMAE and have a negative sign to avoid the monitoring of
overlapped plants.
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One can also analyze the source of errors committed by the different sampling methods.
This is given by the rate of wrong object selection for the tracking part and the rate of wrong
frame classification for the overlapping detection part. An overall analysis of the daily
output sequence quality can be given by its rate of wrong frames. It is also meaningful
to look at the number of empty frames in the output sequence. Counting empty frames
is relevant to quantify the number of days without frames containing the object detected
as non-overlapped.

3.4. Parameter Tuning

Some parameters are used for the overlapping detection part of the object sampling
methods. They correspond to the thresholds of the absolute and relative features defined
in Equation (1). In order to maximize the duration of monitoring and optimize the metric
defined in Equation (2), we need to tune these parameters. For a first proof of interest
of the sampling methods proposed here, the thresholds were set empirically on a sub-
set of three objects from the Cabbage#1

SGT dataset. All remaining objects of Cabbage#1
SGT ,

Cabbage#1
Seg and Cabbage#2

Seg are used to validate the methods.
The growth rate of plants directly depends on the species studied. This has an impact

on the optimal values of the thresholds. To ensure the transferability of the methods to
the change of species, we also use two objects from the PepperSeg dataset to fine-tune the
corresponding parameters.

4. Results

We are now ready to compare the different sampling methods proposed to monitor
individual plant growth. The comparison on the criterion of maximum duration of the
output sequence is provided in Table 1 for the Cabbage datasets.

Table 1. Maximum duration of monitoring (in days) for each method on Cabbage segmentation
ground truth and segmentation prediction. Each Pi is representing one plant of interest. For frame
sampling methods, we only represent the temporal ground truth corresponding to the real maximum
duration applying the method. Orange cells correspond to objects used to fine-tune the parameters
of the object sampling methods.

Cabbage#1
SGT Cabbage#1

Seg

Frame Sampling TGT Object Sampling Frame Sampling Object Sampling

Baseline PFS NPFS POS NPOS (NP+P)OS TGT TGT POS NPOS (NP+P)OS TGT
P1

3 5 5

12 5 5 5

0

12 3 3 4
P2 15 14 12 12 14 13 12 12
P3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
P4 11 11 11 11 10 10 10 10
P5 11 11 6 8 11 11 7 8

P6 12 16 12 12 11 11 9 9

P7 13 7 7 7 13 7 7 7

P8 14 14 14 14 16 11 11 14

P9 17 12 12 12 17 12 12 12

P10 16 16 16 16 16 8 8 16

P11 11 6 6 7 11 3 3 7

P12 16 12 12 12 15 12 12 12

P13 17 13 13 13 17 13 13 13
sMAE
(days) −7.46 −5.46 −5.46 +2.77 +0.77 −0.23 −10.07 +3 +1.69 −1.31

GAIN
(days) +2 +2 +10.23 +8.23 +7.23 +7.46 +13.07 +11.76 +8.76 +10.07

An overall result expressed by the maximum monitoring duration is the superiority
of the object sampling methods compared to the frame sampling one. The best results are
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obtained by (NP+P)OS with a gain of 7.23 days on the segmentation ground truth compared
to the baseline method. This represents a considerable advance in the monitoring of plants.
We go from 3 days of monitoring to a monitoring of about 10 days. This leads to a possible
analysis time of the sequence 2.41 times longer than for the basic method. This method
optimizes the sMAE, defined in Equation (2), with an average of 0.23 days lower than the
temporal ground truth on segmentation ground truth. On these examples, for none of the
objects do we exceed the temporal ground truth, which gives an insight into the ability of
the method not to extend the final sequence to wrongly selected frames. This observation
is not the same for the NPOS and POS methods, which in addition to presenting larger
deviations from the temporal ground truth tend to exceed the maximum possible real
duration, which is reflected by the positive sign of the sMAE.

Let us focus on the errors produced by object sampling methods in Table 2. For each
dataset, the (NP+P)OS method brings less errors in the output sequence. The combination
of nearest temporality and growth seasonality outperforms the use of each one separately.
Applied on segmentation ground truth, no output sequence has a misdetected frame.
Even with segmentation errors, the (NP+P)OS method ensures a low amount of wrong
sampled frames.

In Table 2, the transition from Cabbage#1
SGT to Cabbage#1

Seg with the addition of seg-
mentation errors demonstrates a strong transferability of the methods. The methods still
perform well overall on datasets with segmentation errors. Transferability to another
species is also shown by the stability of the results when switching to the PepperSeg dataset.

Table 2. Overview of the errors for the object sampling methods. In Bold we highlight the best results.

Tracking Classification Output—Daily Sequence

Wrong Object
Selection

Wrong
Overlapping

Detection
Wrong Frames Empty Frames sMAE

from TGT
Gain

from Baseline

(%) ↓ (%) ↓ (%) ↓ (%) ↓ (days) ↓ (days)

C
ab

ba
ge

#1 SG
T POS

0.03

4.81 16.98 16.98 +2.77 +10.23

NPOS
2.35

8.67 3.05 +0.77 +8.23

(NP+P)OS 0 3.23 −0.23 +7.23

C
ab

ba
ge

#1 Se
g POS

0.03

4.94 20.81 16.11 +3 +13.07

NPOS
8.4

9.62 0.99 +1.69 +11.76

(NP+P)OS 0.88 2.15 −1.31 +8.76

C
ab

ba
ge

#2 Se
g POS

0

3.47 15.3 15.88 +2 +11.6

NPOS
10.92

24.57 20 +3.87 +12.67

(NP+P)OS 1.67 7.5 −1.27 +8.6

Pe
pp

er
Se

g POS

0.2

9.59 12.1 17.83 +2.83 +9.33

NPOS
12.07

18.11 11.02 +4.67 +9.17

(NP+P)OS 3.77 12.26 −4.83 +5.67

It is important to note that the POS method has lower frame classification errors on
segmentation predictions than the NPOS and (NP+P)OS methods. On the other hand, due
to the algorithm structure, a false detection of overlap is directly propagated throughout
the daily series.

In Figure 6, we present an example of frame selection with object sampling methods
and the gain of the methods compared to the baseline method. This example is relevant
to the comparison of the methods because there is a long period with overlapping on the
studied plant. The gain can therefore be significant. The two methods POS and (NP+P)OS
return correct sequences and bring a gain of 9 days. The periodic sampling of (NP+P)OS
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fixed the errors of the NPOS method. This example shows the improvement brought by
the combination of the periodic and non-periodic sampling.

Figure 6. Comparison on an example of results obtained on CabbageSGT with one frame per hour
for each object sampling method: Periodic Object Sampling, Non-Periodic Object Sampling and
(Non-Periodic + Periodic) Object Sampling from top to bottom. On the left column, the frames
selected in the daily output sequence are surrounded in blue. On the right column, the last frame
obtained with the baseline method is surrounded in white and the last frame obtained with the
concerned method is in yellow. The baseline stops early because an overlap occurs elsewhere in the
frame (cf. first overlap in Figure 2). For all frames, the blue pixels correspond to the tracked object
when not overlapped, the red ones correspond to the tracked object when overlapped and the yellow
ones correspond to other connected components of the scene.

5. Discussion

The methods presented provide a significant extension of the duration of the plant
monitoring. However, there are some remaining errors. We propose to analyze them for
the best method, i.e., the (NP+P)OS method, as provided in Table 3. For the (NP+P)OS
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method applied on segmentation ground truth, the main source of errors corresponds to
the simultaneous occurrence of overlaps. When several overlaps appear in the time interval
between two frames, the abrupt change is well detected, and the object is well identified
as overlapped. However, we do not know how many plants are actually overlapped.
When the loss of an overlap on the object is detected, we can conclude that the object is
non-overlapped when it still is, as shown in Figure 7. To avoid this kind of error, we could
increase the acquisition frequency. In addition, one could estimate the surface of leaves at
each time frame over the population and detect such simultaneous overlaps.

Figure 7. Frame misclassification due to simultaneous change. Object of interest is represented in blue
and other connected components are shown in yellow. In 2©, two overlaps appeared simultaneously
during the monitoring of the plant represented in blue in 1©. In 3©, the loss of one overlapped
plant is well detected, but the object is misclassified as non-overlapped because of the previous
simultaneous overlap.

The second source of error corresponds to a wrong overlapping detection due to the
fact that objects can reach the limits of the frames. Then, objects are cut, and it results in an
artificial abrupt growth. For each plant monitored, we should then restrict the application of
the sampling methods to a spatio-temporal domain in which we are not certain of reaching
the limits of the frames.

Table 3. Source of errors for the (NP+P)OS method applied on Cabbage#1
SGT as percentage of all errors.

Segmentation Simultaneous Change Frame Limiting

Cabbage#1
SGT - 58.33% 42.67%

Cabbage#1
Seg 30.77% 40.38% 29.54%

The binarization of the predicted images was produced by a standard Random Forest
algorithm available under open source software [28]. However, any alternative solution
providing correct segmentation is likely to be used. Depending on the segmentation
accuracy, different gains can be obtained. This impact of the quality of the segmentation on
the performance of our sampling algorithms is an interesting perspective for further work.

The closest work carried out in [10] proposes a different approach. The acquisition
frequency is much lower and the few overlaps are processed by image processing methods,
in particular watershed [29]. The claimed gain for the method in [10] is 28%, which is
equivalent to 2 days on the dataset considered. The (NP+P)OS method seems to be better
for each of our studied datasets with a gain presented in Table 2 in the range of 10 days.
Interestingly, our method does not perform spatial image processing but rather focuses
on the temporal selection of the frame or the object in the images. These two approaches
are complementary and compatible with each others. Their coupling could be studied
in order to further extend the duration of monitoring of overlapped plants. In addition,
additional sensors such as the depth sensor used in [3,11,14,15,23] could be used to enhance
the contrast between overlapping plants.

Our sampling methods require an oversampling of the plant compared to the time
scale of the circadian movement of the plants. This oversampling comes with a cost
corresponding to an increase of data flow and data storage. In our hardware setup, images
were first acquired on nano-computers [25] and then transferred to a main storing server. So
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far for this article, all images were transferred to the main server, and the sampling methods
were simulated on data at rest. However, this hardware setup, with two processing units,
offers opportunities for the deployment of our sampling methods during the acquisition
process. The segmentation of the images could be first deployed on the nano-computers
together with the sampling methods proposed in this article. Frames or objects detected
as overlapped could be erased directly. Then, only the sampled frames or objects could
be transferred to the main server. The overlapping detection of our sampling methods
requires a buffer which varies from one method to another. Only the last frame is needed for
non-periodic sampling when a full sliding day needs to be buffered for periodic sampling.
Embedding our sampling method in nano-computers together with advanced watershed
approaches and enhanced contrast with depth cameras constitutes a practical perspective
currently under development in our group.

The proposed sampling methods are presented in controlled conditions. Segmentation
is facilitated by an overall even and stable illumination. This also ensures that the move-
ments correspond to natural movements of the plants. However, the proposed sampling
methods could be extended to other growth conditions. For instance, they could be applied
in outdoor conditions benefiting from other sources of movements (due to wind). In such
conditions, more elaborated segmentation algorithms should be used, but the sampling
methods would remain valuable.

6. Conclusions

In this article, we proposed a simple yet innovative approach to address the issue
of plant overlapping to monitor the growth of ensemble of plants observed from top
view. Instead of processing images to separate the objects touching, we demonstrated
that it is possible to use the natural movement of the plants provided by the circadian
cycles. Such movements are available for free when operating in controlled conditions.
Oversampling the acquisition provided situations where overlapping plants at a certain
time are not overlapping anymore at another time of the day. The best sampling strategies
demonstrated capabilities of extending the observation time between 3 days and 10 days
by comparison with a sampling method that would stop when the first overlaps occurs.
Further improvement could be made by coupling this approach with standard image
processing approaches to separate touching objects or via additional sensors providing
higher contrast such as depth sensors.
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